Junior Fire Fighters

The purpose of the Junior Fire Fighter Program is to educate youth in fire protection and promote community service through training, leadership, moral character and self-discipline. Many professional and volunteer firefighters began their service in youth programs such as ours.

Junior Fire Fighters will participate in non-emergency departmental functions such as parades, fundraisers, special events, training, and other support roles.

For additional information visit the Fire Station or contact the Fire Department Training Officer, Captain Prentice Williams at: pwilliams@surfsidebeach.org or (843) 913-6369.
Firefighting is a noble, honored, albeit hazardous, occupation involving a wide variety of very important responsibilities. People call the fire department for all kinds of emergencies. They expect and consistently receive quick response and quick action.

Those who are firefighters share a desire for community service and a dedication to fellow citizens. They also must be able to manage personal stress and accept the possibility of being in dangerous situations, and learn different skills while undergoing the hardships and hazards of operating under emergency conditions.

Also, they must be capable of balancing the joy of saving a life with the frustration and sorrow of being unable to do so.

---

Junior Fire Fighters Application (Ages 15-18)

Students Name___________________________________________________________

Date of Birth_______/_______/________

Address______________________________________________________________

Phone Number_______________________________

School ___________________________ Grade________

Mothers Name__________________________________________

Daytime Contact #____________________________

Fathers Name__________________________________________

Daytime Contact #____________________________

Emergency Contact

{If different from above} Name / Phone # / Relationship

Are you currently taking or allergic to any medication  NO ___ YES_____  

If Yes { explain}:

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Why are you applying for Junior Fire Fighter?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________